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SETUP LINE ITEM ACCOUNTING

ACTIVATION 

Before activating Line Item Accounting,

instructions on the page.  

When you are contacted by a Carestream employee, you will be instructed t

SETUP. Level 10 access will be required to access the screen. Once there, select t

following message appears: 

EPOSTINGS AND LINE ITEM ACCOUNTING

Users with ePostings activated will see the following:

ePostings and Line Item accounting are mutually exclusive at this time. 
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LINE ITEM ACCOUNTING 

Before activating Line Item Accounting, go to www.carestreamdental.com/practiceworksLIA . Follow the 

When you are contacted by a Carestream employee, you will be instructed to FILE -> PREFERENCES

Level 10 access will be required to access the screen. Once there, select the LINE ITEM

 

TEM ACCOUNTING 

activated will see the following: 

 

and Line Item accounting are mutually exclusive at this time.  
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. Follow the 

PREFERENCES -> LEDGER 

LINE ITEM radio button. The 
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CONFIGURATION 

Line item accounting configuration is completed on the 

TREAT COLLECTION ADJUSTMENT CREDITS ON P

REPORT AS 

Though PracticeWorks has defined how the three types of adjustments 

adjustments should be used, some practices find it convenient to repurpose adjustment types. Collection 

adjustments have a unique impact on payroll. As a result, we provide the flexibility for you to treat collection 

adjustments in one of two ways. 

COLLECTIONS 

Selecting this option will categorize collection adjustments that 

result, they will be paid out to producers in the 

AUDIT reports. 

In other words, when Collections is selected collection adjustment credits will be handled just like a cash, check, or 

credit card payment from the patient. PracticeWorks will “pay out” the collection adjustment credit to the 

producer or production owner it was distributed to. 

ADJUSTMENTS 

Selecting this option will categorize collection adjustments that 

result, they will not be paid out to producers. The values will appear in the 

PAYROLL and DISTRIBUTION AUDIT

Put another way, when the ADJUSTMENTS

treated like Production or Other adjustments, and reduce the total amount a producer can be p

For instance, when you write off a portion of a patient’s balance (due to insurance, senior discounts, courtesy 

discounts, etc.) the producer does not expect to receive payment for the adjusted amount. This is how collection 

adjustment credits are treated when ADJUSTMENTS 
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Line item accounting configuration is completed on the LEDGER SETUP screen. Each option is discussed below.

 

USTMENT CREDITS ON PAYROLL & DISTRIBUTION AUDIT 

Though PracticeWorks has defined how the three types of adjustments (collection, production, and other) 

adjustments should be used, some practices find it convenient to repurpose adjustment types. Collection 

adjustments have a unique impact on payroll. As a result, we provide the flexibility for you to treat collection 

Selecting this option will categorize collection adjustments that decrease a patient’s balance as payments. As a 

result, they will be paid out to producers in the DISTRIBUTE column on the PAYROLL and DISTRIBUTION 

In other words, when Collections is selected collection adjustment credits will be handled just like a cash, check, or 

credit card payment from the patient. PracticeWorks will “pay out” the collection adjustment credit to the 

ction owner it was distributed to.  

Selecting this option will categorize collection adjustments that decrease a patient’s balance as adjustments. As a 

result, they will not be paid out to producers. The values will appear in the ADJUSTMENT column on the 

DISTRIBUTION AUDIT reports.  

ADJUSTMENTS option is selected producers will not be paid on the amount. They are 

treated like Production or Other adjustments, and reduce the total amount a producer can be p

For instance, when you write off a portion of a patient’s balance (due to insurance, senior discounts, courtesy 

discounts, etc.) the producer does not expect to receive payment for the adjusted amount. This is how collection 

ADJUSTMENTS is selected.  

2 

Each option is discussed below. 

N AUDIT 

(collection, production, and other) 

adjustments should be used, some practices find it convenient to repurpose adjustment types. Collection 

adjustments have a unique impact on payroll. As a result, we provide the flexibility for you to treat collection 

as payments. As a 

DISTRIBUTION 

In other words, when Collections is selected collection adjustment credits will be handled just like a cash, check, or 

credit card payment from the patient. PracticeWorks will “pay out” the collection adjustment credit to the 

as adjustments. As a 

column on the 

be paid on the amount. They are 

treated like Production or Other adjustments, and reduce the total amount a producer can be paid on a procedure.  

For instance, when you write off a portion of a patient’s balance (due to insurance, senior discounts, courtesy 

discounts, etc.) the producer does not expect to receive payment for the adjusted amount. This is how collection 
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REQUIRE ALL PAYMENTS TO BE DISTRIBUTED

When checked, a user cannot leave the distribution screen until a credit is fully distributed. 

If the credit results in a credit balance, the maximum distribut

portion will not be distributed (as there is nothing to distribute it to

Let’s look at an example.  

Joe Smith has a $50 balance. Joe makes a $100 payment since he will be back next week for another procedure. 

Joe’s ledger balance is a credit in the amount of $50. When the distribution screen appears, $50 is the maximum 

distributable amount. You cannot leave the screen until $50 is distributed. 

AUTO-DISTRIBUTE PATIENT PAYMENTS

When unchecked, the distribution screen appears when patient payments are entered. Patient payments are cash, 

credit, and check. This is the default and recommended setting.

When checked, the distribution screen

uses the default distribution method chosen in the next two options. If the default distribution method chosen 

frequently results in a proper distributio

Conversely, if this option is checked and you find yourself frequently correcting distributions made by the system, 

come back to the LEDGER SETUP screen and 

DEFAULT AUTO-DISTRIBUTION FOR CHE

& 

DEFAULT AUTO-DISTRIBUTION FOR MAI

Default distribution methods are provided for patient payments. Insurance and adjustment values are not 

distributed automatically.  
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TO BE DISTRIBUTED 

When checked, a user cannot leave the distribution screen until a credit is fully distributed.  

If the credit results in a credit balance, the maximum distributable amount must be distributed.

as there is nothing to distribute it to).  

Joe Smith has a $50 balance. Joe makes a $100 payment since he will be back next week for another procedure. 

Joe’s ledger balance is a credit in the amount of $50. When the distribution screen appears, $50 is the maximum 

ave the screen until $50 is distributed.  

AYMENTS 

When unchecked, the distribution screen appears when patient payments are entered. Patient payments are cash, 

This is the default and recommended setting. 

ecked, the distribution screen does not appear when a patient payment is entered. Rather, the software 

uses the default distribution method chosen in the next two options. If the default distribution method chosen 

frequently results in a proper distribution, checking this option saves time.  

checked and you find yourself frequently correcting distributions made by the system, 

screen and uncheck this option.  

 

DISTRIBUTION FOR CHECK-OUT PATIENTS 

DISTRIBUTION FOR MAIL PAYMENTS 

Default distribution methods are provided for patient payments. Insurance and adjustment values are not 
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.  The credit balance 

Joe Smith has a $50 balance. Joe makes a $100 payment since he will be back next week for another procedure. 

Joe’s ledger balance is a credit in the amount of $50. When the distribution screen appears, $50 is the maximum 

When unchecked, the distribution screen appears when patient payments are entered. Patient payments are cash, 

Rather, the software 

uses the default distribution method chosen in the next two options. If the default distribution method chosen 

checked and you find yourself frequently correcting distributions made by the system, 

Default distribution methods are provided for patient payments. Insurance and adjustment values are not 
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Though the default options listed below are the same, you can sel

ledger and the ledger.  

NO DISTRIBUTION  

No values pre-populate AMT TO APPLY

from the DISTRIBUTION METHOD TO USE

OLDEST BALANCE FIRST 

The credit is distributed to the oldest DUE NOW

NEWEST BALANCE FIRST 

The credit is distributed to the newest 

TODAY FIRST, THEN OLDEST 

The credit is distributed to the DUE NOW

oldest DUE NOW balance.  

SMALLEST BALANCE FIRST 

The credit is distributed to procedures based on the smallest 

credit is fully distributed, or the DUE NOW

ONLY IF DISTRIBUTION RESULTS IN ZERO AMT 

The credit is distributed only if the resulting 

COLUMNS TO INCLUDE ON PAYMENT DISTRIBUTI

PRODUCER COLUMN 

This checkbox controls inclusion or exclusion of the 

procedure) on the distribution screen. When excluded, the producer filter is disabled. 

PRODUCTION OWNER COLUMN 

This checkbox controls inclusion or exclusion of the 

owns production on the patient’s clipboard) on the distribution screen. When excluded, the 

OWNER filter is disabled.  
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Though the default options listed below are the same, you can select different default options for the Check

TO APPLY. You must manually type in the amount to distribute or select an option 

TO USE and click DISTRIBUTE.  

DUE NOW balance first. 

The credit is distributed to the newest DUE NOW balance first. 

DUE NOW portion of today’s charges. If an amount remains, it is distributed to the 

The credit is distributed to procedures based on the smallest DUE NOW value, working to the highest until the 

DUE NOW for each debit is reached.  

RESULTS IN ZERO AMT DUE 

The credit is distributed only if the resulting DUE NOW amount is equal to zero.   

 

N PAYMENT DISTRIBUTION SCREEN CHARGES LI

rols inclusion or exclusion of the PRODUCER COLUMN (initials of producer who performed 

procedure) on the distribution screen. When excluded, the producer filter is disabled.  

This checkbox controls inclusion or exclusion of the PRODUCTION OWNER COLUMN (initials of producer who 

owns production on the patient’s clipboard) on the distribution screen. When excluded, the PRODUCTION 
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ect different default options for the Check-out 

. You must manually type in the amount to distribute or select an option 

rges. If an amount remains, it is distributed to the 

value, working to the highest until the 

ON SCREEN CHARGES LIST 

(initials of producer who performed 

(initials of producer who 

PRODUCTION 
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OUTSTANDING DISTRIBUTION DATE FILTER DEF

In order to maximize performance outstanding distributions are filtered for a specified time frame. When used 

correctly, credits past a certain date are fully distributed and no need exists for PracticeWorks to “examine”

records. The available defaults are: 

ALL TRANSACTIONS 

When selected, the entire ledger record is reviewed for possible distributions when opening a ledger, checking out 

a patient, and opening the distribution screen. When ledgers contain a large amount of entries the process of 

reviewing and reporting available distrib

TRANSACTIONS NEWER THAN ___ MONTHS

When selected, only ledger entries going back the 

distributions. To enhance performance

AUTOMATIC DISTRIBUTION SWAP SE

Distribution swaps occur when an insurance payment and/or insurance write off exceed the prior patient 

payments and/or non-insurance adjustments. 

In circumstances in which both of the following criteria are met

• Multiple prior patient payments and/or non

• The amount of the prior distributions does not equal 100% of the combined insurance payment and write 

off distributed to the procedure

you must choose which prior credits to undistribute

settings. 
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TION DATE FILTER DEFAULTS 

outstanding distributions are filtered for a specified time frame. When used 

correctly, credits past a certain date are fully distributed and no need exists for PracticeWorks to “examine”

ted, the entire ledger record is reviewed for possible distributions when opening a ledger, checking out 

a patient, and opening the distribution screen. When ledgers contain a large amount of entries the process of 

reviewing and reporting available distributions may cause a delay.  

HAN ___ MONTHS 

When selected, only ledger entries going back the recorded number of months are reviewed for possible 

distributions. To enhance performance, a value between 6 and 12 is recommended.  

 

DISTRIBUTION SWAP SETTING 

Distribution swaps occur when an insurance payment and/or insurance write off exceed the prior patient 

insurance adjustments. This option defaults to MANUAL (NO AUTOMATIC

of the following criteria are met 

Multiple prior patient payments and/or non-insurance adjustments are distributed  

The amount of the prior distributions does not equal 100% of the combined insurance payment and write 

off distributed to the procedure 

h prior credits to undistribute. In order to speed up the process there are two automatic 
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outstanding distributions are filtered for a specified time frame. When used 

correctly, credits past a certain date are fully distributed and no need exists for PracticeWorks to “examine” the 

ted, the entire ledger record is reviewed for possible distributions when opening a ledger, checking out 

a patient, and opening the distribution screen. When ledgers contain a large amount of entries the process of 

recorded number of months are reviewed for possible 

Distribution swaps occur when an insurance payment and/or insurance write off exceed the prior patient 

MANUAL (NO AUTOMATIC SWAP).  

The amount of the prior distributions does not equal 100% of the combined insurance payment and write 

. In order to speed up the process there are two automatic 
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MANUAL (NO AUTOMATIC SWAP) 

No automatic distribution swaps are made. When the criteria mentioned above are met, you must choose how to 

undistribute the prior credits.  

NEWEST FIRST 

Reduces the newest credit AMT APPLIED until the insurance payment AMT TO APPLY and AMT TO WRITE 

OFF is distributed. This is the recommended setting for automatic swaps.  

OLDEST FIRST 

Reduces the oldest credit AMT APPLIED until the insurance payment AMT TO APPLY and AMT TO WRITE OFF 

is distributed.  

 


